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Legal notice

We make every endeavour to update and ensure the correctness of all information provided on our website. Despite our best efforts, it is not possible to fully exclude the occurrence of errors. Consequently we are unable to offer any guarantee that the content is complete, correct or up to date. We accept no liability for any damage of a material or immaterial nature caused as a result of using this service, unless such damage may be proven to have been caused by premeditation or gross negligence.

A distinction must be made between actual content provided by us and links embedded in the website to content from other providers. By providing these links, we are simply facilitating access to the use of third-party content in accordance with Art. 8 of the German Telemedia Act. The operator is unable to
assume any responsibility for the content and availability of third-party websites which can be accessed through external links from this site. The publisher wishes to distance itself expressly from any content which may be of potential relevance in terms of criminal or liability law, or which might offend against public decency.

The State Government takes protection of your personal data very seriously. All information relating to your personal data protection is provided on the data protection page.

The layout of the website, the graphics used as well as pictures and articles are protected by copyright. The pages may only be reproduced exclusively for private use without amendment, and no copies may be distributed without our prior consent. Reproduction and evaluation of press releases and graphics or pictures offered for downloading is admissible.

Copyright to dpa news and pictures is held by the German Press Agency in Hamburg. The information and pictures contained here are intended exclusively for private use. They may not be forwarded, stored or reproduced without conclusion of a utilization agreement with the German Press Agency.

Information obligations under the Alternative Dispute Resolution Act relating to consumer matters

The State Ministry of Baden-Württemberg is neither obliged nor prepared to become involved in dispute settlement proceedings before a consumer arbitration board.

Climate-neutral hosting

Baden-Württemberg.de hosting takes place in the servers of Internet AG, Frankfurt am Main, which are operated exclusively using power from renewable energy sources.
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